Integration of microstructured scaffolds, neurons, and multielectrode arrays.
Recent progresses in neuroelectronics and lab-on-a-chip technologies are providing novel opportunities for neuroscience research and applications. However, the experimental performances of these novel devices are not only the result of the artificially implemented features, such as those resulting from advanced electrode materials, from electrode morphologies, or from the low noise levels of the front-end electronic circuits. Rather, these performances also strictly relay on the bioartificial interface established by neurons on these devices. Here, we focus on cell culture systems adapted to neuroelectronic devices that were developed for organizing and growing neural networks in two or three dimensions. These developments span the fields of biosensors, engineering, neuroscience, and novel nanostructures and materials. Additionally, they are at the origin of novel neuroartificial hybrid technologies that can be applied for the study of neuronal networks at unprecedented scales and for applications in neuroscience that use scaffolding micro-/nanostructures, neurons, and biomolecules for advanced neuroelectronic interfaces and novel cell culture systems.